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,. ; TENNESSEE -VALLEY AUTHORITY

Browns-Ferry Nuclear Plant '

Post Office Box 2000
Decatur,' Alabama 35609-2000>

*
DEC 201989

'

,

' U.S. Nuclear Regulatoly Conuuission
.ATIN: Document Control Desk '

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO. 50-260 - FACILITY '

OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/89027

'The' enclosed report provides details concerning failure to meet technical
. specifications due to loss of sump pump. This report is submitted in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1).

Very truly yours,

. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

W
J. R. Bynum ('

~ Vice President
,

Nuclear Power Production
|

Enclosures
! cc.(Enclosures):

Regional Administration

|. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
|. Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Region II
101-Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

'

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500'

1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector, DFN
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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F * NRC F;rm 366 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Apprzved OMB No. 3150-0104
(6-89) Expires 4/30/92 |

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER). .

,

FACILITY NAME (1) | DOCKET NUMBER (2) |_ FAG 131_
_jlROWNS FERRY UNIT 2 1015|DjdO| 2| 6101110?! 0| 3
TITLE (4)

FAILURE TO MEET TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DUE TO LOSS OF SUMP PUMP ,

EVENT DAY (5) | LER NUMER (6) | REPORT DATE (7) | OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED (8) |
| | | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | FACILITY NAMES |DOCKETNUMBER($)

19!flyl_DALjYEAR lYEAR l | NUtBER l |NU2ER_jMONTHlDAYlYEARlBROWNSFERPYUNIT1 ldi[01QjDjllM9_ 1

| | | |_| |_| | | | | |
I1._lM| 31 81 91 81 91 10|2|7| |010 1112| 210 | 819 i BROWN $_[ERRY UNIT 2 1015101010]ZjdQ_

OPERATING | |THISREPORTISSUBMITTEDPURSUANTTOTHEREQUIREMENTSOF10CFR6:
MODE | | (Check one or more of the fo11 >winoH11)
(9) I l |20.402(b) |_|20.405(c) |_|50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_|73.7)(b)

POWER | |_|20.405(a)(1)(1) |_|50.36(c)(1) |_|50.73(a)(2)(v) |_|73.71(c)
LEVEL | |_|20.405(a)(1)(ii) |_|50.36(c)(2) |_|50.73(a)(2)(vii) |_|0THER(Specifyin
(10) | | | | _|20.405(a)(1)(lii)|_X|50.73(a)(2)(1) |_|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) Abstract below and in

|_|20.405(a)(1)(iv) |_|50.73(a)(2)(ii) |_|50.73(a)(2)(vill)(B) Text, NRC Form 366A)
I 120.405fa)(1)(v) l 150.73(a)( 2)( H i ) l 150.73(a)(2)(x)

. LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12) i

NAME | TELEPHONE NUMBER

|AREACODE|
_$TEVE W. AUSTIN. EMG[tEER. COMPLIANCE LICENSING |210l5|7|219|-|21014|9 |

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13) '

| | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |
CAUSElSYSTEMI COMPONENT |MANUFACTURERl TO NPRDS | ligS111YSTEMICOMPONENT|MANUFACTURERlTONPRDS| |

| | | | | | | | | | | 1

I i 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I l I I | | | 1 l I j
| | | | | | | | | | |
| | | | | | | L_| | | | | | | 1 I I I I I l | I I

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) | EXPECTED |MONTHlDAYlYEAR
| __ | SUBMISSION | | |

__| YES (If ves. cQmpitig_ EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) | X l NO | DATE (15) ! I l | | j_
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On November 23,1989 at 1745 hours, it was discovered there were less than the
required residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) pumps available to supply
cooling water to the residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers because of the loss
of both RHRSW pump room sump pumps. Sump pump B1 became inoperable when a temporary
power cable became entangled in the impeller. The B2 sump pump was being replaced
under a modification workplan and was unavailable. One sump pump is required
operable to support the RHRSW pumps. With both sump pumps inoperable, RHRSW pumps

-B1, B2, and'B3 were inoperable. Therefore, with less than the required RHRSW pumps
aligned for RHR heat exchanger service, the plant was in violation of technical
specifications. On November 24, 1989 at 0350 hours, sump pump B1 was returned to
service and B RHRSW pumps were declared operable.

The event was caused by lack of attention to detail. A temporary power cable fell
in the sump and lodged in the pump impeller. The cable was not secured in such a
manner that it could not fall into the sump. The sump was dewatered and the sump
pump repaired and returned to service. The temporary power cable was secured so it
could not fall into the sump. Modification personnel will be required to review the
incident report.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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4NRC Fars 366A U.S. NUCtEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N Approved OMB No. 3150-0104
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*
/ TEXT CONTINVATION

TACitlTY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)j LULWMBER (6) l l PAGE._f 3)

| | | |$EQUENTIAt| | REVISION | | | | | -

| jl[AR| | NUPBER I I Wt90L1 | | | |
_DR0WMS_EERRLUMIT 2 1015101110 | 21 6 Lo l e l 91-1 0 1 2 1 7 l-1 0 1 0 - 1012101.l_01_3._.
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

DEECRIPTION OF EVENT

On Noveirber 23, 1989 at 1745 hours, it was determined there were less than the:

required residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) pumps (EIIS system code BI)
available to supply cooling water to the residual heat removal (RHR) heat
exchangers (EIIS system code B0). RHRSW pumps B1, B2, and B3 were declared
inoperable because the RHRSW pump room sump pumps B1 and B2 were inoperable. A
minimum of one sump pump is required to be operable to support the RHRSW pumps.
When RHRSW pumps B1 and B2 became inoperable, there was no cooling water supply
to RHR heat exchanger B. The remaining RHR heat exchangers were being supplied
by their assigned RHRSW pumps.

Investigation into the event revealed that sump pump B2 was being replaced under
a modification workplan and sump pump B1 became inoperable when a temporary
power cable for a space heater fell in the sump and got entangled in the pump
impeller, resulting in failure of the pump. The sump was dewatered using
portable pumps. The failed sump pump was repaired, tested, and returned to
service. With a minimum number of sump pumps operable, on November 24, 1989 at
0350 hours, the B RHRSW pumps were declared operable.

1)uring the event, unit 2 was in a cold shutdown condition with irradiated fuel
in the reactor vessel. Units 1 and 3 were defueled. Technical specifications
f9r the core spray and RHR systems were being met by Loop II of both systems
being fully operable. Less than the required RHRSW pumps aligned for RHR heat
exchanger service is a violation of technical specifications and is reportable
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(b).

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

The RHRSW system consists of 12 RHRSW pumps and associated emergency equipment
cooling water (EECW) and RHRSW piping. Four of the RHRSW pumps are assigned to
provide standby coolant to the EECW system and automatically start in response
to EECW demands. Four of the RHRSW pumps can be valved into the EECW system as
alternates. The four remaining RHRSW pumps are aligned to provide coolant to
the RHR system for containment cooling, shutdown cooling, and standby coolant
supply.

During the event, the RHRSW pumps B1, B2, and B3 were inoperable because of the
loss of both pump room sump pumps. These pumps, even though technically
inoperable, could have performed their designed function. RHRSW pumps A3, 01,
and C3 were aligned for EECW duty, all components cooled by EECW were fully
operable, and pumps A1, C2, and D1 were operable to supply cooling to the RHR
system.

NRC Form 366(6-09)
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FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUteER(2)| LER HUteER f6) | |__ CAGE (3)
| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | | | | |
| } YEAR | | NUteER l l NUMDd | | | |

_BR(MANS FERRY UNIT 2 |al51010101 21 6l O! 81 91 1 0 1 2 1 7 l l 0 1 0 1 01 3l0Fl 01 3 ,

TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

f41[SE OF EVENT

The cause of the event was lack of attention to detail. The grating for the

7 sump had been removed for the required modification. The temporary power cable
fell into the sump-and became lodged in the pump impeller. The power cable was'-

not secured in such a manner that it could not fall into the sump.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

The immediate corrective action was to dewater all four pump room sumps and
inspect for loose debris. A cleanup of all four pump rooms was performed to
ensure loose materials could not fall into the sumps. The B1 sump pump was
disassembled to remove the wire from the impeller, reassembled, and after
verifying proper operation, returned to service. The temporary power cable was
secured in place such that it cannot enter the sump with or without the sump
grating in place'.

PREVIOUS SIMIIAR EVEN'ES

One similar event occurred when both sump pumps for RHRSW pump room A failed.
On April 4, 1989, RHRSW pump room A pump 1 was declared inoperable because of a
faulty level switch, while pump 2 was undergoing maintenance. One sump pump is
required to support the service. water pumps. The A1, A2, and A3 RHRSW pumps
were declared inoperable. The cause of this event is not directly applicable to
this report.

CDttil2MENTS

All Modifications personnel will review the incident report during plant weekly
safety meeting. Attendance will be documented. This will be completed by
February 15, 1990.
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